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it is not very uncommon, several having occurred in recent years,
e.g. the Blazek sisters Rosa-Josepha, and Daisy-Violet Hilton (the Brighton
Brighton  twins).  One  of the  sisters  of the Brighton twins  was twins
married in Texas in 1936 at the age of 27, and four years before
the twins were cited as co-respondents in a successful divorce suit. A
variety of this group, however, ischiopagus (union at the ischium), in
which the long axes of the two bodies are practically in the same
straight line, is very rare. Such cosmobia are either born dead or die
in early infancy. Craniopagi may be par-    ___________   Craniopagus
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ietal, occipital or frontal, according to
the bones between which the union occurs.
Some craniopagi have lived as long as ten
years. Very rarely there may be a cranio-
pagus occipito-frontalis, in which the
frontal bone of one foetus is united with
the occipital bone of the other, the long
axes of the two bodies being in the same
straight line. This variety is the only ex-
ception to St. Hilaire's law of affinity of
like for like in human pathology (see
p. 376) and is difficult to reconcile with the
accepted blastomere-splitting hypothesis of
the origin of double monsters. In both
craniopagus occipito-frontalis and ischio-
pagus, the two bodies lying as they do in
the same straight line, there is as a rule no
difficulty with their birth.
Nomenclature of incompletely symmetrical
conjoined twins
Cephalo-
thoraco-
pagus
-Diprosopus distomus
tetrophthalmus diotus with
hydrocephalus and hare-lip
Cephalo - thoracopagus    means    union
between the heads and thoraces of the
foetuses. If such  a  union  produces   a
monster with two faces (see Fig. 90), the   fig. 90.-
monster is called diprosopus (w/owwirov,
face) or Janus (after the double-headed god
of Roman mythology). Dicephalus is a monster with two separate Dicephalus
heads. If such a monster also has two separate necks, it is a diceph-
alus  diauchenus  (fn'x'J1'*   neck).   If it has only one neck, it is a
dicephalus monauchenus. Dipygus is one with a doubling of only the Dipygus
lower parts of the body, namely pelvis and legs. There are a few other
types which are not of sufficient interest to be enumerated here.
Nomenclature of auto-parasites
Auto-parasites may be divided into:
(a) Heteropagi (mfws, other), in which a perfectly distinct but small
and incomplete twin—the parasite—is attached to the autosite in a
manner similar to that in which the double autosites are united.

